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Abstract:
In a formal statistical framework we exemine the consequences of misspecifying
sequential econometric models for their weak exogeneity properties. Modelling
is viewed as a reduction sequence and the Bayesian paradigm is adopted. The
central aim is inference on certain parameters of interest, which, in prac-
tice, almost invariably relíes on some weak exogeneity assumption.
Sufficient conditions for the preservation of week exogeneity despite apecifi-
cation errors are given, and several exemples illustrate these findings. We
conclude that some types of misspecification are much more dangerous than
others, and we advocate attentive dynamic modelling.
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1. Introduction

The notion of exogeneity has, from the start, permeated the econometrics
literature as it seems absolutely crucial to most of the empírical work in
this area. Intuitively introduced in the early fifties by e.g. Koopmans
(1950), Orcutt (1952), and Marschak (1953). a formalization of many concepts
was given in Engle et al. (1983), based on the statistical literature concer-
ning cuts [see Barndorff-Nielsen (1978) or Florens and Mouchart (1977)].

The importance of exogeneity for the practice of econometric modelling was,
again, stressed in Hendry and Richard (1982, 1983) and has even found its way
into textbooks [see e.g. Spanos (1986)]. Many facets of the concepts have been
illuminated in the existing literature: Engle et al. (1983) apply it to dyna-
mic simultaneous equation models, whereas Smith and Blundell (1986) consider a
simultaneous tobit model, and Osiewalski and Steel (1989) explore the implica-
tions for models pooling time-series and cross-section data.
However, all these analyses start from the assumption that the models used are
"correctly" specified. As we know that the latter is bound to be a very heroic
assumption indeed in econometrics, we feel it serves a purpose to explicitly

deviate from the "axiom of correct specification" [see Leamer (1978)]. In
particular, we set out to examine here exactly what happens to weak exogeneity

properties of a statistical model when, due to ignorance, confusion, lack of
computing facilities, or bad luck, we happen to misspecify that model. Of

course, our intuition may tell us that something will go wrong, but, in our
opinion, it is of some use to evaluate the consequences of various types of
misspecification in a somewhat formalized framework.

This framework is constructed using the Bayesian peradigm, as we feel this
provides a much more natural way of looking at exogeneity, takirig both exact
and stochastic links between the parameters into account (with possibly some
abuse of the term, we consider exact links to include inequality restric-

tions). It also allows us to use the concept of condítional independence,
which gives access to a powerful toolbox existing in probability theory [see

e.g. Chung (1974) or Mouchart and Rolin (1984)].

Now let us more formally define what misspecification means to a Bayesian. The
relevance of this question may be illustrated by the following very simple
example.
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Example 0: Bayesian misspecification.

Let us consider Example 3.2 from Engle et al. (1983), where the following
model is formulated for the scalar variables yt and zt

yt - ~Zt } Elt

zt - Slzt-1 ; S2yt-1 } E2t (1.2)

with the error terms independently and identically distributed according to a
Normal law, denoted as

D(s2t, - fN[(E2t, I(~, ~ fo21 a22~~
(1.3)

Such a model as (1.1) -(1.3) is not perceived here as reflecting an objective
"truth", corresponding to some mechanism in the outside world, but merely as a
useful way of looking at observables, a useful "window" in Poirier's (1988)
terminology. There are many other windows that we can think of, and whenever a
model like (1.1) -(1.3) is postulated here as the "correct" specification,
this just means that it is the most useful window for our purposes at hand.

The concept of weak exogeneity will be explained in Section 3, but, roughly,
we can say it boils down to the absence of links (i.e. independence) between
the parameterizations of the conditional process for yt given zt and the mar-
ginal process for zt, combined with the possibility to retrieve our parameters
of interest from those of the conditional model. Conditions ensuring weak
exogeneity of zt for the purpose of inference on ~8 and oll are o12 - 0 and
prior independence of the resulting parameterizations ~1 and a2 in

D(ytlzt'It-1'~1) - fN(Ytll~zt.oll) (1.4)

B(ztllt-1'a2) - fN(ztlblzt-1}b2yt-1'o22) ' (1.5)

where lt-1 -(zt-1'yt-1) is the information set relevant at time t.

If we now introduce the "misspecification" of leaving out yt-1 in (1.5) or of
"Falsely" imposing b2 - 0[i.e. a noncausality restriction, as explained in
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e.g. Florens and Mouchart (1982) and Engle et al. (1983)], the marginal pro-
cess will become

D(zt~It-1'x2) - fN(zt~(bl'b2s)zt-1'o22~b2Q11) .

with It-1 - zt-1 and the parameterization is now changed to

2x2 - (bitb2~.622~b2o11)

(1.6)

(1.7)

instead of a2 -(bl,b2,a22). The window used is now reduced to a subset of the
most useful one and we distinguish two ways of interpreting this reduction.

One way is to view b2 - 0 as an exact prior restriction, which implies that
prior independence of al and x2 still holds, and that weak exogeneity carries
over from the original model to the reduced one. In this case, we cen't really
talk of misspecification as the reduction of the window was induced by our
prior ideas, which can hardly be labelled as "wrong"; they are what they are,
and, barring incoherency, we should not tamper with them. Taken strictly,
thís, of course, implies that expanding the window, even in the face of very
strong disagreement between sample and prior information, i s always ruled out.
Apart from being in flagrant contradiction with the actual practice of econo-
metric modelling, this interpretation does not seem warranted from any prag-
matic view on methodology as it essentislly prevents critical experimentation.

We, therefore, propose to follow the suggestion in Leamer (1978), Lindley
(1982), Smith (1984) and Poirier (1988) to always retain the possibility of
redefining the window, if necessary, by not being too dogmatic in the inter-
pretation of the prior. Lindley (1982) introduced the recipe to avoid literal-
ly assigning zero prior probability to eny open set as Cramwell's rule and
Poirier (1988) ranks it as his fifth pragmatic principle of model building.
For our purposes here, this rule implies that b2 - 0 is not formally treated
as a prior restriction, forever excluding the possibility to enlarge the win-
dow, but just reflecting our prior belief that b2 will be near zero, giving
the data a chance to revise the prior idea that yt-1 dces not matter in (1.5).
If enough data evidence is collected, we will eventually find out that (1.5)
leads to a more useful window than (1.6) (exactly how this occurs is beyond
this discussion), and in this sense (1.6) is misspecified. this is the light
in which terms like "correct" or "misspecified" model should be seen here.
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Also, from this point of view, it is obvious that u2 will now no longer be
prior independent from ~1, in general, so that the misspecification has
destroyed weak exogeneity.

Throughout the paper we assume that sufficient conditions hold to ensure weak
exogeneity at the level of the "correct" model which implies e.g. that prior
notions are formulated for all the parameters appearing at this level. For
simplicity, we have limited our examples to the Gaussian domain, which means
that zero covariances typically appear in these sufficient conditions. How-
ever, covariance restrictions should not automatically be assimilated to
exogeneity conditions, since they are often not sufficient if we leave either
the Caussian or the time-series framework [for the latter, see Osiewalski and
Steel (1989)] and they are certainly not necessary conditions [see e.g. Steel
(1987)]. In fact, even a Bayesian cut is not strictly necessary to avoid loss
of information by using only the conditional model, but the definition of weak
exogeneity is, nevertheless, based on the concept of cut, as this greatly
facilitates the analysis [see the discussion of "mutual exogeneity" in Florens
and Mouchart (1985)].

Finally, it is supposed here that a formal examination of weak exogeneity is
conducted, i.e. based on the full model for both yt and zt. If only an infor-
mal test of exogeneity is performed, based on the stability of the inference
on the conditional model in a changing environment, as explained in Engle et
al. (198j), we are not required to specify the marginal process, and, thus,
its possible misspecification (one of our five types, to be introduced later)
becomes irrelevant.

Section 2 describes the statistical framework and the various types of misspe-
cification that we wish to consider. Section 3 briefly discusses Bayesian cuts
and defines weak exogeneity, whereas the next section evaluates the consequen-
ces of different specification errors for these exogeneity properties.
A fifth section seeks to illuminate matters by providing simple examples, and
a final section groups some conclusions for the practice of econometric model-
ling.
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2. Tiie Statistical Model

2.1. The-Reduction-Seguence--- --------- --

In line with the methodology set forth in Rendry and Richard (1982, 1983). we
view the process of econometric modelling as a series of successive reduction
steps through marginalization and conditionalization of an immensely compli-
cated process that is supposed to jointly dictate the behaviour of all vari-
ables we can possibly think of. We hasten to add that such a system, often
referred to as the "data generating process" (DGP), is, of course, but a con-
venient fiction that is not claimed to have any tangible existence. It is,
however, of great value in clearly formulating our ideas.

If we assume that such a DGP can conveniently be characterized in terms of
densities (denoted by D) defined on a matrix of T observations for all the
variables in the (large) vector wt(t:1~T):

W.11. - ( wl, ....w.l.) ~ .

we can assímilate the DGP to the following joint data density:

D I w,ll, ~ WD .9J .

(2.1)

(2.2)

where W~ denotes a(possibly infinitely dimensional) matrix of initial condi-
tions and 8 E O is a sufficient parameterization of the process.

In this paper we shall focus upon the sequential representation of our sam-
pling theory model in (2.2), knowing that the latter cen be written as a pro-
duct over t: 1~ T of sequential models

D(wt~wt-1.9) . (2.3)

where we have implicitly defined the full information set available at time t
by
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Wt-1 -

WO

wl (2.4)

wt-1

In a Bayesian framework we opt for full symmetry between observations and
parameters and, therefore, extend (2.3) with a so-called prior probability on
the parameter space O, denoted by D(B~W~) as it will often depend on initial
conditions, that may include e.g. a previous sample. We obtain

D(wt.elWt-i) - D(wt~Wt-i'8)D(slWO) . (2.5)

where our prior density should not depend on any observations in the sample
under consideration.

In practice, the Bayesian model in (2.5) will be far too large as wt denotes
all the variables in our DGP, so that we consider marginalizing wt to end up
with a subset of variables, say, xt C wt, that is of "manageable" size and
includes all variables that we are interested in modelling. Typically, the
sampling density for xt will then only depend on a small subset of the entire
past of the economy, say, It-1 C Wt-1. Let us denote by a- f(8) a sufficient
parameterization of this marginalized process, and we concentrate, therefore,
on the marginal prior density for a, as derived from the overall prior assump-
tions on 9. Our substantially reduced Bayesian model then becomes

D(xt'~IIt-1) - D(xtllt-1'~)D(~~Wp) , (2.6)

where the status of It-1 and ~ is formally explained by the following assump-
tions, that implicitly define them in the order chosen in the text:

xt 1 Wt-1IIt-1'8

ana

xt 1 9IIt-1'~ '

(2.7')

(2.7")

where conditional independence of random variables, say, a and b, given c, is
denoted by a 1 b~c.
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Remark that both assumptions are jointly equivalent to

xt j (Wt-1's)~It-1'~ ' (2.7)

using the fundamental properties of conditional independence [see e.g.
Mouchart and Rolin (1984)].

Within the constraints of the "window" [see Poirier (1988)] or likelihood
function thus chosen (usually not in great conflict with one's prior ideas,
nor with relevent modelling experience), one would often (if xt contains more
variables than we explicitly wish to model) look for so-called exogeneity
conditions, i.e. conditions that validate treating part of the variables in xt
(say, zt C xt) as "given" for the purpose of either estimation per se, estima-
tion plus conditional forecasting or estimation plus policy predictions. The
concepts referred to are weak, strong and super exogeneity, respectively, as
explained in Engle et al. (1983) within a classical context. See Steel and
Richard (1989) or Osiewalski and Steel (1j89) for a Bayesian discussion of
exogeneity. Section 3 will address the issue briefly, tailored to the particu-
lar problem at hand and focusing on weak exogeneity.

2.2. MissQecification

The reduction steps involved in going from the DCP (2.3) to our reduced econo-
metric sampling model used in (2.6) might, of course, entail some loss of
information. In practice, however, a"small" loss of information is often
compensated by a positive evaluation of parsimony, which enhances communica-
tion, interpretation and computational facílity of our models. In addítion,
empirical experience suggests that parsimonious models often display particu-
larly stable characteristics and usually forecast much better than their large
unrestricted counterparts.
However, the situation can easily arise that one imposes "invalid" reductions,
in the sense that en essential part of the information preaent in the DQP is
not communicated to the econometric model. In that case one really choosea s
"less useful window" to view the world and we then talk of uisspecificetion.
Especially if one uses a less methodical approach to modelling or if one opts
for the specific-to-general route, this is certainly not an unlikely event.
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We shall, at this stage, not address the question of how to measure the size
of the (inevitable) information loss, nor when to consider it large enough to
talk oF misspecification, but we shall content ourselves with assuming that
misspecification can occur in three basic guises.l)

a. Contemporaneous misspecification; i.e. xt lacks one or more variables that
are present in wt and crucially influence the processes we set out to exa-
mine. If we partition

xt - I z~J , (2.8)

where yt groups the variables we are actually modelling and zt are vari-
ables we would prefer to treat as exogenous, this misspecification can
affect either y, z, or both.t t
Of course, the variables we are ultimately interested in will appear in yt,
but the latter should also include any variable that is determined jointly
with the variables of interest. The exogeneity status of zt will be the
focus of our analysis here. If we denote by w the variables that are ac-
tuelly included in our misspecified model and by ww those that are falsely
excluded, we partition

xwt
xt - xww ,

t
Y~t

Yt - ~,ww
t

zw
and z - t .t z""t (z.9)

b. Lag misspecification, where the information set It-1 does not contain all
the (important) information pertaining to the process for xt that is pre-
sent in Wt-1. Here we use a similar notation as in (a): It-1 contains It-1
and Itwl, where It-1 lacks important variables or important lags of vari-
ables, which are grouped in It'1. Note that this type of misspecification
may occur in either the conditional model for yt given zt, or in the
marginal model for zt, or in both. In fact, this implies a violation of
assumption (2.7').

c. Classification misspecification, implying that we consider the exogeneity
status of too small a subset of xt. If we partition

zlt
zt - z2t) . (2.10)
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we then test for the exogeneity of z2t, without, however, questioning the
endogenous character of zlt. Remark the inherently asymmetrical nature of
this misspecification: if zt is chosen too large, we have a fair chance of
detecting the endogeneity of some of its elements, provided the test con-
ducted has sufficient power, but if we choose it too small, we have no way
of assessing the adequacy of our decision.

These three basic forms of "invalid" specifications of our likelihood function
or window will be the focus of our attention in the sequel. Of course, any
combination of misspecification forms is possible (and maybe even likely in
practice), but we feel clarity is served by considering their effects on (suf-
ficient) conditions for exogeneity one by one.
The next section will provide a somewhat more formal framework for our discus-
sion of weak exogeneity.

3. Bayesien Seguential Cuts and Weak Exogeneitv

As was discussed in detail in Florens and Mouchart (1985) and in Engle et al.
(1983), the statistical concept of cut is of crucial value when considering
exogeneity. Therefore, we shall briefly describe cut~ in the framework of
(reduced) sequentisl models as in (2.6). Following the partitioning in (2.8),
there are two major characteristics of cuts in general:

(1') the likelihood function factorizes into a conditional part yt~zt for
which ~1 - f(a) E nl is a sufficient parameterization and a marginal
process for zt with aZ - f(~) E n2 as a sufficient parameter vector, and

(ii') al and ~2 are not "linked".

Under (i') and (ii') we can limit ourselves to only the conditional process
for the purpose of inference on al, which has inspired the definition of week
exogeneity in Engle et el. (1983).
In a Bayesian analysis, (ii') has a very natural and direct interpretation in
terms oF prior independeace, which implies the classical concept of variatioci
free parameters, as used in Engle et al. (1983) [i.e. (7~1,~2) E nl x nZ,
called "variation independence" by Basu (1977)].
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Clearly, a Bayesian cut thus requires a complete separation of both sample and
prior information between the conditional and the marginal process.

A sequential Bayesian cut is then formally defined by:

(i) J~ 1 xtl~l' Zt' It-1
Il~ 1 Ztl~2' It-1

(ii) ~1 1 ~z~WC

as e.g. in Florens and Mouchart (1985).

Following Engle et al. (1983), we then define weak exogeneity with respect to
the parameters of interest ~- f(a), i.e. those parameters that possess a spe-
cific meaning to the model user, as:

zt is weakly exogenous in the process for yt over the sample period for the
purpose of inference on p if and only if there exists a parameterization a-

(~1,~2) such that (i) and (ii) hold, and

(iii) p is a function of al alone.

The sequential Bayesian cut implies that al and a2 will be independent a pos-
teriori [see Florens and Mouchart (1985). Theorem 2.8], whereas (iii) ensures
that we can conduct inference on ~ based on the posterior density of al alone,
which will be given by

T
D(a1~WT) ~ R D(yt~zt.It-1'~1)B(~1IW0) 't-1 (3.1)

Clearly, the combination of both conditions is sufficient to validate infe-
rence on ~ based on only the conditional model and the prior distribution on
A1'

In practice, we should like to verify whether weak exogeneity of certain vari-
ables holds. As (i) is just the defining characteristic of al and a2, and
(iii) is easy to check, the real test for weak exogeneity will be (ii). If we
are working within a misspecified model, however, we shall test (ii) For a
different set of paremeters. The object of Lhe next section is to find out
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what the implications of the various types of misspecification are on our
exogeneity conclusions.

4. Consequences of Misspecification

4.1. Contemeoraneous MissQecification------------ -----

In tF~is case, as defined in Subsection 2.2.s, we consider the model

D(xt.,.~It-1) - D(xt~It-1.H)D(uIWO) . (4.1)

instead of (2.6), where u is a sufficient parameterization for the sequential
sampling model of xt, given It-1, and D(H~WO) is the prior density on
plied by the overall prior density D(8~W0).Z)

x im-

If we first assume that we have left out some variables, the endogeneity of
which is not under scrutiny, i.e.

xt - I z~J ,

then the conditional sampling model is given by [using (2.9)]

D(yi~Zt'It-l.ul) - .f D(ytlZt.It-1'~1)dyt~ '

from which we find that

H1 - f(~1) .

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

whereas a sufficient parameterization of the marginal process, say u2, will
not be affected by the misspecification, so that

u2 - a2 . (4.5)

Given that independence between random variables also entails independence
between any Borel measurable functions of these random veriebles [see e.g.
ChunK (1q74), Th. 3,3.1), we cnn wriL~~
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al j az~wG ~ ul j u2~wo ,

so that, provided

(iv) p ' f(ul) ,

weak exogeneity will be present in the misspecified model, if it exists in the
(reduced) DGP. However, finding it in the misspecified model does not automa-
tically imply that it holds at the DGP level.

Now assume that the left out variables are possible candidates for exogeneity
status, i.e.

x~ - Iz~J , (4.6)

which means that the conditional process becomes

D(ytlzt~It-l.ul) - f D(Ytlzt~It-1 '~1)D(Zti~Zi~It-1~~`z")a2t` (4.7)

with a2` - f(aZ), so that

ul - f(a1,7~2") - f(~1,a2) .

Conversely, the marginal sampling process for zt is now

D(ztllt-1.u2) - f D(zt~It-1.a2)dzt` ,

implying that

1'z - f(~2) ' . saY. az .

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.to)

From (4.8) and (4.10) we note that ~2` may very well link ul and uZ even
though ~1 and a2 are independent. It is, however, possible to find at least
some additional sufficient conditions under which weak exogeneity of the DGP
carries over to the misspecified model. If we consider as functions of a2 both
a2, sufficient for zL, and a2`, sufficient for zt` given zt, as used in (4.7)
and (4.10), we can deduce from a cut at the DGP level that we also have
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(iia) ~1 1 ~`2~IW0
al 1 ~2IWG r-a ,

(iib) ~1 1 ~Z~a2',WD

using e.g. Lemma 0.4 in Florens and Mouchert (19~7), and where the implication
from right to left stems from the fact that a2 is a one-to-one transformation
and not just any function of (a2,~2'). With a slight abuse of notation, we
denote this by ~2 -(~2,~2'). Now, combining ( iib) with a Bayesian cut at the
level of zt into zt'~zt and zt, i.e.

(v) ~t 1 aM, ~ W2 2 0

will be equivalent to

~z 1 (~l.~Z~)~WG .

which will, in its turn, imply for any bounded Borel function f

~Z 1 f(~1,a2')~WG , or

x2 1 u1~W~ .

(4.11)

(4.12)

So, ultimately, (ii) .(v) a(4.12), which means that a cut will carry over
from the DGP to the model with the zt' variables missing [see (4.6)] under the
additional condition (v) that a cut exists within the z process. Of course,
(v) is only s sufficient condition, and by no means necessary, so that finding
a cut in the model does not mean that (ii) and (v) are always implied.
However, rejecting a cut will lead us to conclude that either (ii) or (v) (or
both) are invalid assumptions to make at the DGP level.

For weak exogeneity we also need that condition (iv) holds, i.e. ~- f(xl)
only, so that the combination of (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) is sufficient for
weak exogeneity of zt in the misspecified model with respect to ~, our
parameters of interest.
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4.2. La Miss ecification--~-----Q-----------

Now, the Bayesian model under consideration is

D(xt.ullt-1) - D(xtllt-l.u)D(u~WD) . (4.13)

As briefly noted in Subsection 2.2.b this exclusion of important lagged (endo-
genous or exogenous) variables from the information set It-1 can occur in the
conditional model, the marginal model, or both. For reasons of clarity, we
shall only explicitly treat the first two possibilities here. Extension to the
third one is straightforward.
In the case of an inadequate information set for the conditional model we
focus on

D(ytlzt'It-l.ul) - J D(Yt~zt~It-1'~1)D(It-1llt-1,zt.P1)ditil . (4.14)

In order to find out a bit more about the parameters3) pl of the conditional
density of It~l, we start from the full DGP for the first t observations [cf.
(2.2)]

D(wt~wo.g) - D(wt.WC-llwo.9) . (4.15)

and we consider its reduction by marginalization to

1
D(zt'It-1~Wp.P) . (4.16)

where It-1 is the information set without the initial conditions and we note1that if It-1 only groups lagged values of zt we obtain the result that p-
f(a2).
In the, more likely, case that It-1 only contains lags of xt, p will be a
function of ~, whereas the general case implies that p - f(8).
Now, assume that all of the falsely excluded variables are present in I1t-1'i.e. they do not pertain to the initial conditions, giving us from (4.16):

iM i

D(zt'It-1'It~lIWD.P) - D(It~lllt-1.zt.P1)D(zt~It-1IWp.P2) . (4.1Ï)

implicitly defining It-1 -(It-1,It~1) and It-1 -(It-1'w0)"
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We, thus, find that generally

P1 - f(f(9)) - f(8) ,

whereas if It-1 only has lags of xt

P1 - f(f(a)) - f(a) ,

and, finally, if It-1 groups only lagged zt

P1 - f(f(~2)) - f(~2) .

leading to the following generic expressions for ul - f(~1'P1)'

xl - f(8)

in the general case, and

N1 - f(a)

if either of the special cases applies.

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

The expressions (4.21) and (4.22) are instructive at this rather abstract
level as they confound the information in ~1 and a2 [and possibly even beyond
that in (4.21)], so that we conclude that cuts at the DGP level can easily be
destroyed if we falsely omit important lagged variables from the information
set in our sequential model. This is certainly a strong case for very careful
dynamic modelling and, in particular, a methodical general-to-specific ap-
proach. Of course, one could think of sufficient conditions under which a
Bayesian cut will be preserved in the face of this type of misspecification,
although such conditions seem to leck a clear interpretation. In particular,
if we have a cut et the DGP level combined with

P1 1 ~2I~1.WG .

this cut will carry over to the misspecified model, while for weak exogeneity
we would naturally also require that P can be retrieved from ul, i.e. that
(iv) holds.
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The second case, with lag misspecification affecting only the marginal pro-
cess, leads to considering

D(ztllt-1'u2) - f D(zt~It-1'~2)D(Itrlllt-l,xi)dIt'i . (4.23)

Now, consider the data density for the observations until t-1:

D(Wt-i~WG,B)

and reduce this to

D(It-1~Wp.x) - D(1t~1IIt-1'xl)D(ItellWG.xZ) . (4.24)

again under the assumption that none of the relevant initial conditions are
omitted. Clearly, now

xi - fLf(B)] .

and, thus,

uz - f{~2, f[f(B)]} - f(9) ,

(4.25)

(4.z6)

so that independence of ai and ~z will certainly not ensure a cut at the level
of the misspecified model, except in certain special cases, e.g. when, in
addition

(vii) xi 1 ~1~~2,WQ ,~

Again, the latter condition is not clearly interpretable in terms of proper-
ties of the DGP. It is, however, always satisfied if Ii i.e. the informa-t-1'
tion set without the initial conditions, only contains lags of variables in
zt, since x- f(~2) in that case. In contrast with the first case discussed in
this subsection, conditions (i) -(iii) and (vii) directly lead to weak exoge-
neity for ~ as H1 - ai, i.e. condition (iv) is superfluous.
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4.3. Misclassification-----------------

The third basic form of misspecification examined here is the too narrow a
choice of the candidates for exogeneity. Subsection 2.2.c briefly discussed
this issue.

Following (2.10), we partition the sequential sampling model as

D(xtllt-1'~) - D(Ytlzlt'z2t'lt-1.~1)

1
D(zltlz2t'lt-1'~2)

2
D(z2tllt-1'~2) '

with ~2 -(~2,~2), from which we easily deduce

D(xtllt-1'~)

where

ul - (~1.a2).

' D((Yt'zlt)Iz2t'lt-1'ul)

2
D(z2tllt-1.~2) .

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

Now ul and u2 - a2 will not always be independent under a cut at the DGP
level, i.e. (ii): al 1 ~2IW0. Even though (iv): ~- f(ul) will automatically
be implied by (iii): ~- f(~1) and the equivalence of
(4.29), we clearly see that weak exogeneity for the entire z

ul and (~l,~Z) in
vector does not

entail weak exogeneity for subvectors of z, since ul mixes ~1 with part of the
paremeters in a2 and the latter could very well induce links between ul and uZ
that prevent a cut. Note that this issue was raised within a linear Normal
framework in Engle et al. (1980), Steel (1987) and Steel and Richard (1989). A
foint Bayesian cut is weaker than having cuts for both zit and z2t in
isolation as links between the processes in zt are irrelevant for such a joint
cut, whereas they can certainly prevent isolated or simple cuts. An obvious
sufficient additional condition for a cut at the level of (4.28) is that
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(viii) ~2 1 ~Z~WC ,

using the same argument as in Subsection 4.1.
Note that (viii) implies that a Bayesian cut is operated by zltlz2t and z2t,which exactly corresponds to our intuition regarding the effect of links be-
tween both z subvectors. We conclude that the combination of conditions (i),
{ii), (iii) and (viii) is sufficient for weak exogeneity of z2t with respect
to ~, though, of course, not necessary.

To summarize, Table 1 gives an overview of some conditions that ensure that
weak exogeneity properties in the DGP will carry over to the misspecified
model.

Table 1: Sufficient Conditions for Weak Exogeneity in the DGP [i.e. (i), (ii)
and (iii)] to be Preserved in the Model:

Type of Misspecification

Sufficient
Additional
Conditions Remarks

(a) Contemporaneous
(a.l) in yt (iv) p- f(xl) (cut preserved)

(a.2) in zt (iv), (v) cut in (zt,zt") through (v)

(b) Lag
(b.l) in cond. process (iv), (vi ) no clear inter retation forP (vi)
(b.2) in marg. process (vii) H1 -~1, no clear interpretation

but holds if It-1 only contains
lagged z t

(c) Classification (viii) pl -(~1,~2), cut in ízl 'z2 )t t

5. Some Examples

In this section a number of simple examples will be presented to illustrate
the main results of the previous discussion. For notation, definitions, and
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properties of the density functions used, we refer to Appendix A of Drèze and
Richard (1983).

Example 1: Contemporaneous misspecification of yt.

Consider the following model for the three scalar variables Ylt' y2t ~d zt'

Ylt ' ;Y2t ` ~zt ` tlt

Y2t - vYlt ` Syl,t-1 ` E2t

Zt - aZt-1 ` E3t

with Normal i.i.d. errors

fEltl
D
Ezt

E3t

where the PDS matrix E-(oij); i,j E t1,2,3}, and with the restriction that
;v ~ 1(in ocder to have a solution). The reduced form then factorizes into

b;

with

b

(5.1)

f5.2)

(5.3)

- fN(Et~o.E). dt (5.4)

zt'lt-1'~1

Y1t
f2N

Y2t

-~ (~~ t ~ Q~l
1633 ~33J

-~ (v o~ , a~l
l a33 o33J

1

EYy'z - flv -1)- (621.3

1
1-~v

~ F ~-.2 a ~ ~1

~33 a33~

Pv ~ va~;Q?~
~33 Q33

1 1
61z.3J

~1

-yl- ,

2z 3 ; 1J

Zt r

(5.5)
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where oij k- óij -(oikojk~okk) ( i.j ~ k).

D(ztllt-1'~2) - fN(ztl~zt-1'a33) .

and the marginal process

(5.6)

If our parameters of interest are the structural coefficients in (5.1) and
(5.2), i.e. q~ -(3.p.v,b), it is obvious that only b can be retrieved from the
conditional process (5.5) alone. In addition, our prior assumptions will natu-
rally be formulated in terms of ~o, whereas e.g. prior independence of ~ and a
will generally not induce prior independence of the coefficients in (5.5) and
(5.6) [it suffices to look at the coefficients of zt-1 in (5.5), which in-
volve4) both oe and o33]. A set of sufficient conditions for weak5) exogeneity
of zt in (5.5) for p is

a13-~~3-0

in combination with prior independence of the form 7~1 j~2~WO, i.e.

(T.S.v.b.oll'Q12'o2z) 1 (~`.033) .

given possible initial conditions.

(5.7)

(5.8)

If we now misspecify the model ( 5.1) -(5.4) under the exogeneity conditions
(5.7) and ( 5.8) by leaving out one of the endogenous variables, e.g. y2t(- yt~ in our generic notation), we are left with the following conditional
process for y (- y');lt t

~(Y1t~zt.It-1'xl) - fN(Y1tlll;v (Azt'b~Yl.t-1).

1 2 (0ll}2;Q12};2022)) '
(1-;v) (5.9)

whereas (5.6) is unchanged. From (5.8) we deduce ul - f(~1) 1(oc,o33)~WO and
it is clear that weak exogeneity of zt still holds for any function of p in1spite of this form of misspecification, but not for ~ that involves the struc-
tural parameters, unless e.g. we make the system triangular by ;- 0 which
would validate conditional inference on a. Conversely, leaving out y pre-ltsecves weak exogeneity of zt for b if we impose e.g. v- o, i.e, induce the
opposLte type of triangularity. Clearly, the condition that p- f(ul), i.e,
condition (iv), is a crucial one in this class of misspecification.
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Example 2: Contemporaneous misspecification of zt

In the model for scalar Yt' zlt' ~d z2t'

yt - ~zlt i yz2t Elt (5.10)

zlt - ~zl.t-1 ' E2t

z2t - ~zl,t-1 ' U22.t-1 i E3t '

(5.11)

(5.12)

with the same stochastic assumptions as in ( 5.4), we cen simply verify that
weak exogeneity of zlt and z2t jointly in the conditional model for ~-
f(~,~,oll) is assured by

v12 - a13 - o

ana

s. ~. 611 1~. i. v. 622' az3. v33~wo .

which implies for the conditional model

D(Ytlzlt'z2t'It-1.~1) - fN(Yt~~zlt;~z2t'vll) .

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

Now assume the misspecification of excluding z2t from the conditional model,
which is equivalent to falsely restricting y to be zero. The conditional
model, marginalized with respect to z2t now becomes [under (5.13)]

D(Ytlzlt'It-l.xl) - fNlYt~lb~ë o2J zlt . XI3-a 6~J zl,t-1

i~U22 t-1' all 4 r21a33-
o~JJ ,

whereas the marginal process is

~(z1tllt-1.N2) - fN(zlt~azl t-1.v22) .

(5.16)

(5.17)
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implying that ( 5.14) does not generally lead to prior independence of ul and
H2. In a classical framework, we do obtain variation free parameterizations xl
and K2, but we cannot retrieve the structural parameters p and ~(which, pre-
sumably, are the parameters of interest) from (5.16) alone; indeed, we can't
even retrieve them from ( 5.16) and ( 5.1~) combined, due to the marginalized
z2t'
So we do have a classical cut in (5.16) -(5.17), but not a Bayesian one. In
either case, however, weak exogeneity for (p,;r) is precluded.

If we also impose lack of correlation between the errors of (5.11) and (5.12),
i.e.

a~3-0, (5.18)

then y.l -(~,é~,à"y,Q11.X2633) and uZ -(~,622) [compare our generic expres-
sions in (4.8) and (4.10)] are still not necessarily prior independent under
only (5.14). ~rnis is, however, achieved under the additional condition

3. U. Q33 1 ~. a22~w0 . (5.19)

which, in combination with (5.18), is sufficient for a Bayesian cut operated
bY z2tlzlt and zlt.

We note that sufficient conditions for a cut at "DGP" level [i.e. (5.10) -
(5.12)] and one between the jointly exogenous variables as in (v), also ensure
that weak exogeneity still exists if we, mistakenly, leave aside one of the
contemporaneous exogenous variables. Remark that we can only find p from the
resulting conditional model, since our misspecification ín fact implies the
value zero for ,y.

In order not to confound contemporaneous and lag misspecification, we have
assumed here that a large enough information set It-1 was used throughout,
í.e. containing at least zl,t-1 ~d z2,t-1. Failure to do so would not change
the conditional model in (5.15), but it would obviously affect the misspeci-
fied one in (5.16).
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Example 3: Lag misspecification for the conditional process.

Let us now consider as the "correctly" reduced model:

yc - ~lZlc ' ~zZl,t-1 ` ~3Zl.t-2 r ~lZ2t ~

~2Z2.t-1 } ~3Zz.t-z ~ Elt

zlt - azl,t-1 i E2t

Zzt -;Zl,t-1 t vZ2 t-1 ' E3t '

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.z2)

in combination with i.i.d. Normal errors as in (5.4).
As usual in such a simple Normal fremework, where independence end lack of
correlation are equivalent, a set of sufficient conditions for the joint weak
exogeneity of the element of zt -(zlt zZt)' in the conditional model for yt
involves zero covariances, i.e.

a12-a13-o, (5.z3)

as well as prior independence of the resulting perameterizations al -(~1,a2,
~3,y1,y2,Y3,a11) and a2 -(oc,;,v,a22,aZ3,a33) given the initial conditions W0,
i.e. condition (ii), and finally the requirement that the parametera of inte-
rest p can be retrieved from al alone (condition (iii)]. Under (5.23) the
conditional model exactly coincides with the structural model in (5.20) which
is, incidentally, by no means a necessary nor a sufficient condition for weak
exogeneity. It merely reflects the independent error structure.

If we now misspecify the information set of the conditional process by exclu-
ding z2 t-1, i.e. by incorrectly restricting ~r2 to be zero, we are, ín fact,
considering the process D(y ~z I' y. ), where I` -(z z zt t' t-1' 1 t-1 l,t-1' l,t-2' 2,t-2'
WO) and the excluded part of the information set ItMl comprises zz,t-1'
As in (4.14), we shall use the density D(ItM1lIt-1'zt'P1) to marginalize out
z2,t-1'
From (5.21) and (5.22) we can, using the properties of Normal distributions,
deduce the following process for It'1, given It-1 and zt [compare (4.17)]:
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4
D(z2,t-1 zt'lt-1'pl) -

f r 2 l
fN z2,t-1 14y21-v a~ zlt ' j(l.av) a~ -;vjzl,t-1

~
~ ~-a a22)zl,t-2 ` v(z2t~z2,t-2)l' ltv2 a33 2, ~

(5.24)

where a33.2 - a33 - a32~a22' ~d we note that It-1 only contains lagged zt, so
that pl - f(a2) as in (4.20). The misspecified conditional model then becomes

f y v a l
D(Ytlzt'lt-1'ul) - fN YtIIHl - 1?v2 a~Jzlt

4 l~2 ~ 1~v2 ~(1}aU) ~ - ;y~Jzl,t-1

ó2 ~ll r ~2v
; ~3 ~ 14v2 (3-a a22JJ zl,t-2 ' lyl ' 1}v2)z2t

` I '~?vl 2~~1 .lr 3 1~y2JZ2.t-2 ' all ; ~2 1,y2 J

.

(5.25)

from which it is clear that the dependence of pl on u2 -~2 generally also
induces links between H1 (mixing al and pl) and x2, given that (ii) holds.
This destroys the possibility of a Bayesian cut after misspecification.

Remark that none oF the links between H1 and u2 are exact6j, and therefore a
classical cut is operated by (5.25) and the marginal process for zt. However,
none of the structural coefficients in al can be retrieved from ul, so that
classical weak exogeneíty cannot exist for ~- f(al).

A Bayesian analysis takes both stochastic and exact links into account, and
thus a Bayesian cut is formally precluded as the elements of H1 will generally
not be independent of u2. The severe consequences of this type of misspecifi-
cation are illustrated by the fact that ul and u2 seem to be fundamentally
intertwined. Trivially, if ar2 - 0 is a valid restriction, weak exogeneity is
preserved for ~- f(H1,~2,~3,~1,Y3,a11), but less trivial conditions for weak
exogeneity in (5.25) are hard to find.

1
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The sufficient condition (vi) takes the form

1 2 v~.(ltav) Q -;v. ; - a~ . v, a33 2 1
(l~v - 22 22 22 ,)

(a.;.v.o22'032'633)I(IS1,R2.A3.ó1.é2.X3.611'WO) .

which seems very hard to satisfy under the additional condition of indepen-
dence of al and a2 (which e.g. rules out cross-equation restrictions of the
type that make pl a function of ~1~W0).~~ A rather trivial solution i s to let
the parameters in pl be either known constents or functions of the initial
conditions W0. If z2t is a deterministic (03~-033-0) known (; and v constant)
function of zl,t-1 ~d z2,t-1, we have, e.g., weak exogeneity of zt for 9-
f(~1'oll) in the misspecified model. Although the latter could occur in the
case of e.g. accounting identities or defining equations, it should be clear
from this example that lag misspecification of the conditional model can have
serious consequences for exogeneity conclusions.

Example 4: Lag misspecification for the marginal process.

Now the same model as in the previous example, i.e. (5.4), (5.20), (5.21) and
(5.22) is used, again with the sufficient exogeneity conditions (5.23), (ii)
and (iii), and the same al and a2.

We now consider what happens if we leave out z2,t-1 in the equation for z2,t,
i.e. (5.22). This implies that we need D(z2,t-llzl,t-1'WO'xl) since It-1 -
(zl,t-1'WO) ~d the excluded It~l comprises only z2,t-1. If we wish to mar-
ginalize the process for zt - ( zlt z2t)~ with respect to the past, we need to
specify the relevant initial conditions, which are assumed ( for simplicity) to
be Normally distributed:

D l 1z2.01 WOJ - fN l lz2.OJ I z2 0, I~J
(5.26)

Formally, the distribution for zt marginalized with respect to It-1 will then
be given by (vtZl)
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where

A -

and

Df~zltllW xl - f2~~zltl At z1.0Il z2LJ 0 J N z2tJ z2.o

L22 . Aï22A' r... . At-1E22A~t-1 ~ AtE~A,tI .

a22 v23
E22 - 632 a33~

(5.27)

from the model. Note that x- f(a2) alone, which already gives us assurance
that weak exogeneity will be preserved [compare (4.24) -(4.26)]. In particu-
lar, if we impose stationarity of the zt process, i.e. we incorporate the
prior restrictions that ~v~ ( 1 and ~a~ ( 1, then, for large t, the misspeci-
fied marginal process as in (4.23) will be approximated by

D
~lz2t)

It-1'u2J -

f2 1 tl
zz ~ 622 623

N z2tJl 1 a 2v l,t-1' 2 '
1-v ~~ } á (1-a)} 032 633 } y 2 Q33.222 (1-v)

(5.28)

Clearly, u2 - f(a2) as we118) and we obtain the result that weak exogeneity in
the original model (5.4), (5.20) -(5.22) is not affected at all by this mar-
ginal lag misspecification; zlt and z2t are still weakly exogenous for any p-
f(al), since K1 and al coincide.

Also, condition (vii) can easily be verified to hold here, as (in the limit)

x - I ~ ~ 032
(1-ac )

-~~l1 Ill-v a22(1-v)~ ( 1-v)2J .
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An importnnt difference with the previous example is that here an own lag of a
variable is neglected in its process. If a lag of yt would have mistakenly
been deleted from the process for z2t, then xl would have been a mixture of ~1
and a2, just as pl involved both al and ~2 in Example 3. A simple illustration
of this is found in the introduction (Example 0). Of course, it is not neces-
sarily the case that a mixture of information is avoided when a lagged value
of a variable itself is neglected in its process. Take e.g. the case where the
conditional model for yt~zt should include yt-1 and yt-2, whereas yt-1, say,
is excluded by mistake. In order to obtain the model D(yt-llyt-2'zt'WO'pl)' we
can use the conditional model D(yt-llzt-1'yt-2'yt-3'WO'A1) but then still need
to marginalize out yt-3 and, more importantly, we have to condition on zt
instead of zt-1, which will typically introduce a dependence of pl on A2 as
well.

Of course, the model in (5.20) -(5.22) does favour exogeneity invariance with
respect to the dynamic specification of the marginal process as lags of yt do
not appear in the structural equations for zt, but we do feel there is a fun-
damental asymmetry in both lag misspecifications.
If our information set It-1 (i.e. without the initial conditions) only in-
volves lags of zt, then in (4.24) x will be a function of a2 alone and thus H2
as well, making the exogeneity status of zt in the conditional model for yt
robust with respect to marginal dynamic misspecification.
For lag misspecification of the conditional model itself, such a result cannot
be derived, as p in (4.17) parameterizes the joint process of It-1 and zt,
thus inducing a possible (and even likely) dependence on a2 even if It`1 in-
volved only lagged yt and the rest of It-1 (i.e. the included bit) would
exactly be the relevant information set to parameterize It~l given It-1 in
terms of ~1.

Example 5: Misclassification.

Let us, again, focus on the model introduced in Example 3. However, instead of
considering the joint weak exogeneity of zlt and z2t, we now classify zlt ~endogenous and examine the exogeneity of z2t only. Clearly, under (5.23), (ii)
and (iii) we have joint exogeneity, so that this implies what we have called a
classification misspecification in Subsection 2.2.c.
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The relevant conditional model for yt and zlt, now both assumed endogenous,
will then be

fyt l 2 yt l Y1 } al 033Dlzlt z2t'lt-1'u1J - fN fzltJl 632~633 22t `

~1(a-; ~) . S2 p3
33

a 2
ac - 3 ~-

Q33

2
Q11 { ~1022.3

0

0
Y2 - ~lv Q Y

- ~?
v Q33

~

333

0

~1a22.3

l~1022.3 o2z.3 J

(5.29)

with a22 3- 022 - 032~033' ~d using (5.23), i.e. a12 - a13 - 0, whereas the
marginal model for z2t will be given by

1 )
~(Z2tIIt-i~u2) - fN(z2tl;Zl,t-1 ' vZ2.t-1'o33 (5.30)

Under prior independence of ~1 -(g1,a2,~3,Y1,Y2'Y3~o11) and ~2 -(oc,~,v,a22,

Q32'633) ~condition (ii)], we clearly see that ul and u2 are linked. There
will typically be stochastic dependences between them and they are not even
variation free, since the ratio of Lhe coefficients of z2t and z2,t-1 in the
second equation of (5.29) is restricted to -v, where v is an element of u in2(5.30). Thus, no cut is operated by (5.29) and (5.30), not even a classical
one. Interestingly enough, we know that under (5.23). (ii) and (iii) z andltz2t are jointly weakly exogenous (see Example 3), yet the same conditions do
not suffice for weak exogeneity of z2t separately. This situation was alluded
to in Subsection 4.3, where it was stated that removing the links existing
between zlt and z2t should be sufficient to retrieve weak exogeneity in the
misclassified model.
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As in (4.2~), we can parameterize the marginal process for zt in terms of ~2,
sufficient for z given z and I , and ~2, sufficient for z given Ilt 2t t-1 2 2t t-1'
In this example, we obtain

~1 - I~, ~ - ~ ~. -v ~ a2 1a33 a33 a33 22.3

and

a2 - (b.v.a33) ,

(5.31)

(5.32)

where aZ, of course, coincides with x2 (by definition). Condition (viii), i.e.
s Bayesian cut operated by zltlz2t and z2t, is now satisfied under the follow-
ing sufficient conditions:

a3~-o

and

(~`'a22) 1 (3.v.a33)~WO '

Indeed, under these additional conditions we find that

and
N1 ' (~R1'A2.S3.Yl.ï2.ï3,~.a11}~1a22'S1a22'a22)

u2 - (T.v.a33)

(5.33)

(5.34)

are independent, i.e. that (5.29) and (5.30) are separated by a Bayesian cut.
In addition, all structural parameters from al and aZ can be retrieved from
H1, so that z2t is weakly exogenous for 9~ - f(~1,a2) in (5.29) if we impose

(5.23) and (ii), as well as (5.33) and (5.34). The same conditions will also
ensure weak exogeneity of zlt in the conditional process for yt and z2t, but
the crucial point is that if joint weak exogeneity of zlt and z2t was valid
from the start, we should focus on the conditional model of yt given both zlt
and z2t as we are then left with a simpler model (one equation ín Example 3
versus two equations here) and, more importantly, it does not imply weak exo-
geneity of either zlt or z2t separately, unless we make additional assump-
tions, which are fully irrelevant if our interest is solely in al or its
transformations [condition (iii)].
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Finally, note that conditions (5.33) and (5.34) are sufficient for a Bayesian
cut separating zltlz2t and z2t (or the other factorization), but are certainly
not necessary. Consider, for example, a prior structure for the marginal model
of zt that falls within the (restrictive) natural-conjugate framework, which
is only possible if the zero restriction implicit in (5.21) is not imposed
[see e.g. Rothenberg (1963), Richard and Steel (1988), and Steel (1988)], i.e.
if the model for zt becomes

DIz2tIIt-1'~2J
- fN~~z2tJ I~3 vJ lz2.t-1) ~ F22J

- v

where n now replaces the zero restriction. This model then results in the
following parameterization [compare (5.31)]:

~1 - ~~. ~ - 3 ~. n2 a33
a33

for zlt
structure
form:

where

(5.35)

(5.36)

given z2t (and It-1), and a2 as in (5.32). A natural-conjugate prior
for the parameters in (5-35) will have the Normal-inverted Wishart

D(II~ï22) - f~2(RIRC,F22 e Nól)

D(f22) - fIW(E22IFO2.vC) .

(5.37)

(5.38)

(5.39)

R~ is its prior mean, N~ and ï~2 are 2x2 PDS matrices, and v~ ) 1. If we post-
multiply R by the matrix

1 0
a '

1
a33

we immediately obtain from (5.37) that la-; ~, ~-v ~I iven a
l J g 32~a33 and

a33 a33a22 3 is independent from ( ;,v) given a33. As also, from the properties of
inverted Wishart densities, independence between (a ~a , a )~d a3332 33 22.3

- ~
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holds, we can conclude that ~Z 1 aZ~WO is eutaoetically satisfied under natu-
ral-conjugate prior densities, without imposing (5.33) and (5.34). See Steel
and Richard (1989) for a related discussion.

6. Implications for Econometric Modelling

In this section some of the conclusions of this paper will be grouped, parti-
cularly those with relevance for the practice of building econometric models.

Although we are in the, perhaps not very enviable, position in econometrics
that every model we specify is bound to exhibit some degree of misspecifica-
tion, it is important to realize that some forms of misspecification are much
more dangerous than others, given the specific questions that we wish to ad-
dress.
Indeed, reducing the size of the endogenous vector or the amount of lags in-
cluded may, from a strictly statistical point of view, not be fully warranted,
but if the parts excluded are "sufficiently" unimportant for the particular
(economic) question that we want to use the model for, such reductions may
greatly add to the clarity, the esae of communication or the computational
simplicity of the model, without really affecting the salient features of the
DGP.

Hendry and Richard (1982) formally examine this issue and arrive at a defini-
tion of a"tentatively adequate conditional data characterization" (TACD),
which crucially involves the concept of weak exogeneity (among others). The
question we attempt to address in this paper is how sensitive weak exogeneity
properties that exist at the level of the DGP (or, more realistically, in a
TACD) are with respect to blatantly invalid reductions, i.e. misspecifications
of our econometric model.

Unwarranted omission of contemporaneous endogenous variables can occur if we
are only interested in a subset of the yt vector (contained in yt).
Provided our parameters of interest ~ can be expressed as a function of K1,
the parameters of the conditional process for yt, weak exogeneity of zt is not
affected.
A cut at DGP level is always carried over when such miaspecification arises,
but the model itself may not allow inference on p, as was illustrated in
Example 1.
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If we leave out some of the contemporaneous conditioning variables it often
implies that we can no longer validly condítion on the remaining variables in
zt, since links between the included zt and the excluded zt' will typically
prevent a Bayesian cut after zt~ is integrated out of the conditional process.
Rejecting weak exogeneity of zt does not imply that we can reject weak exoge-
neity of the full zt vector, which is, in a sense, a weaker condition, as the
interior links within the zt process are then completely irrelevant.
Obviously, removing those interior links is sufficient to save weak exogeneity
of the included variables in zt for the parameters in ul.
A related argument was found in the discussion of misclassification, where,
again, a cut between the z variables ensures that valid conditioning on a
subset of them is preserved. T'here is, nevertheless, an importent difference
between both types of misspecification at the inference level. If we omit zt'
from the analysis, we introduce a relatively serious specification error that
will often prevent valid inference on p. Consider Example 2, where dynamics
were not introduced in the "correct" conditional model (5.15); if we do not
incorporate z2t, however, we have to include z and z even underl,t-1 2,t-1'
(5.18) and (5.19) which preserve a Bayesian cut. The structure of the model is
thus affected by this misspecification, and valid inference on y or all can
not be conducted, not even when we take the marginal process for zlt into
consideration as well.
On the other hand, the misclassification in Example 5 does not distort the
structure of the model, only the way it is factorized, and we note that under
(5.33) and (5.34), sufficient conditions for ensuring a cut, we can retrieve
all structural parameters, and lnference on p- f(al,a2) is warrented. The
crucial difference is that ul is a function of (~1,~2~) in (4.8), whereas it
is equivalent to (a1,a2) in (4.z9), so that knowledge of kl directly trans-
lates into information on al and a2. The "correct" conditional model for y
given zt (and It-1) can still be derived from t(5.29). so that misclassifica-
tion is more an issue of computational complexity [two equations if e.g.
(5-33) and (5.34) hold, and otherwise even three equations instead of just
one] than of invalid inferences.

Misspecifying the lags included in the conditional model was seen to have
potentially very serious consequences in the discussion of Examples 3 and 4.
As we have to use D(It~l~It-l,zt,pl) [in (4.14)], where zt is a conditioning
variable, it is rather unlikely that pl should not be contaminated by a2. This
is illustrated by the expressions in (4.18) -(4.20) and by F~cample 3, where,
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barring rather trivial cases, a Bayesian cut is destroyed. Admittedly, if I1t-1
involves more than just lagged zt variables, we can possibly save a cut by
introducing restrictions that make pl a function of ~1, but such cases seem
very exceptional and highly unlikely to occur in practice. And even if a cut
is preserved, we still face a misspecified conditional model. Consider Example
3, where s cut is operated if o32 - 033 - o and ; and v are constants, but
only ~1 and all can be retrieved from H1. In the special case that v- 1,

3 3
inference can also be conducted on E~ and E y., but the misspecification

i-2 i i-1 1
prevents inference on the remaining structural coefficients themselves.

Such misspecification of the conditional model is not present if we only get
the dynamics of the marginal process wrong. The only issue then is to preserve
a Bayesian cut, which always goes through if It-1 contains only lags of zt. In
this case, misspecifying these lags in the marginal model does not affect the
weak exogeneity of zt, nor is the conditional model misspecified. Therefore,
this special case seems quite harmless, except for the influence it may have
on the power of formal tests for exogeneity, that we may wish to conduct. Such
tests are found e.g, in Engle (1984) and Holly (1985) in a classical frame-
work, whereas Bayesian extensions are discussed in Lubrano and Marimoutou
(1988).

Summarizing, it seems that both misclassification and choosing a wrong lag
structure for the marginal model are relatively benign types of misspecifica-
tion, as at least the conditional model is not distorted, and we can think oF
fairly "common" conditions under which weak exogeneity of the DGP is pre-
served.
If we inadvertently leave out contemporaneous variables, we do misspecify the
conditional model, but a Bayesian cut carries over if we omit part of yt.
The most vicious type of misspecification seems to reside in wrong dynamics
for the conditional model, as we then generally face both problems of in-
ference on the structural parameters and a loss of cut. We suspect these con-
sequences to be very pervasive in practice, and we feel this situation pre-
sents a powerful argument in favour of extremely careful dynamic modelling,
particularly of the conditional model. In addition, the general-to-specific
methodology in econometrics [see e.g. Hendry and Richard (1983)] combined with
meticulous testing of each reduction that is implemented seems, of course, the
best way to guard against the types of misspecification discussed here, with
the possible exception of misclassification where the best strategy seems to
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be to test as many current conditioning variables as possible jointly for weak
exogeneity.

Although the various types of misspecification discussed here have rather
different consequences, they all generally lead to a loss of weak exogeneity,
provided we introduce additional conditions (see Table 1). Without sufficient
additional restrictions we are led to falsely rejecting weak exogeneity (as-
suming our tests are powerful enough to pick up the deviation from weak exoge-
neity) and, thus, a joint treatment of yt and zt (yt or zt in case of contem-
poraneous misspecification). Of course, this unnecessarily complicates the
analysis, but in the cases of misclassification or dynamic misspecification ofthe marginal process no further problems occur: we can infer on the paremeters
of interest as they are [by assumption (íii)] a function of ~1 alone, and al
can be recovered from the parameterization of the joínt process, say p. Recall
that the conditional model is not subject to misspecification in these cases.
The situation becomes much worse, however, with the other types of specifica-
tion errors, as y. generally dces not allow inference on p then, so that evenfrom the joint model valid inference on y cannot be conducted.

Finally, the present analysis can be extended to cover combinations of the
various types of misspecification, other forms of exogeneity (e.g. strong andsuper exogeneity), errors that affect the initial conditions W~, more general
models than the sequential (time-series) models used here, or sítuetiona that
cannot be handled in terms of densities, but we feel that clarity was served
by excluding these complications at this atage, whereas a number of important,and practically relevant, issues were addressed here in a relatively formal
framework.
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Footnotes

1. Needless to say, there are other forms of misspecification. In particular,
one could falsely assume certain functional forms (e.g. linearity) or cer-
tain stochastic characteristics (e.g. Normality).
However, as we do not make such assumptions at the theoretical level, we
abstract from these sources of misspecification.

Incidentally, we reason in terms of densities instead of general v-fields,
which is, in itself, already a(possibly false) assumption. The latter type
of misspecification is not explicitly considered either.

2. Note that we shall use the same notation u For the parameters oF eny mis-
specified model, no matter what the source of misspecification is. The
latter will become obvious from the context and this practice allows us to
economize on an already heavy notation.

3. Whenever we introduce a parameterization in the text, like pl in (4.14), we
shall always define this to be a sufficient parameter set for the process
in which it appears.

4. Of course, the Fact that the expression for this coefficient has a and o33appearing i n it, does not, in itself, imply that independence with respect
to ~2 will be lost.
The natural-conjugate case discussed at the end of Example 5 illustrates
this fact. However, such special cases are very limited in number and felt
to be the exception rather than the rule.

5. Since the process for zt does not depend on lagged y's, we have a noncaus-
ality condition and cari even conclude that strong exogeneity [see Engle et
al. (1983)] holds under (5.7) and (5.8).

6. F~cact links between N1 and ~2 can be introduced by imposing exclusion
restrictions on the structural coefficients of the model; if e.g. ~2 and ~3
are zero, then the ratio of the coefficients of zl,t-1 ~d z2,t-1 ln (5.25)
is an exact function of the elements in u2.

7. This follows from the fact that, in this example, pl is only a function of
a2 as in (4.20), but is not generally the case.
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8. This holds true whether we approximate the marginal process or not. In
particular, it even holds under nonstationarity.
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